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The Computree interface consists of:

- a menu bar

- a main toolbar

- a collection of components

- an area for views
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Let's start with the main toolbar
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The first button is used to load any format 
supported by Computree
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In the case where the extension corresponds to several 
formats, a window allows the user to choose
which one to use
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The second button is used to show / hide the steps panel
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The Steps panel brings together all the 
steps proposed by the plugins 
in thematic menus and allows to
add them in the processing chain
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The color of the steps in the menus
indicates whether they are compatible 
with the active step or not:

- Red: not compatible

- Gray: the step can be added after the 
active step

To add a compatible step, double click 
on it
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The third button is used to execute the processing chain
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During execution, the 4th button interrupts the processing
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The 5th button is used to save the processing chain
as a script file

This script can then be loaded using the first button
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By leaving the mouse on a button, one gets its description 
as well as its keyboard shortcut
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The 6th button is used by the interactive steps,
and will be discussed in an upcoming tutorial

The next set of buttons relates to the execution in
Debug mode that will be tackled in a specific tutorial
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The following 3 buttons allow you to create:

- a new 3D view

- a new 2D view (top view)

- a new tabular view (attribute data)
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The layout within the view area is managed using the 
"views" menu

These different views make it possible to explore the 
results produced by the steps, using panels:

- Steps workflow

- Model manager

- Item configurator
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Checking a step result in the panel "Steps workflow", 
allows to display its structure in the "Model manager" 
panel

The Model Manager presents a numbered column for 
each view (or document)
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Checking a box in the "Model manager" sends the items of 
the considered level in the corresponding view
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Right clicking on a level allows access to the coloring menu 
of the displayed items

For each mode, a sub-menu allows to choose the view for 
which to apply the colorization
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The first mode allows the application of a solid color to all 
the items of the considered level
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The second mode allows a differentiated colorization of 
each item of the considered level
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A button gives access to the management of the used 
palette
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The third mode allows a colorization of the items of the 
considered level, according to one of their attributes
(e.g. number of points in the cluster)
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The 4th mode, only applicable to items containing points, 
uses for each item a colorization gradient based on X, Y or 
Z coordinates
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The 5th mode, only applicable to items containing points, 
uses a colorization gradient based on X, Y or Z coordinates 
for all displayed items
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A button gives access to the management of the gradient 
used by the 3rd, 4th and 5th modes
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NB: the colorization must be applied again so that the new 
gradient is taken into account
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The "Item configurator" panel allows you to adjust which 
graphic elements are drawn for each item

A combo box allows you to select the type of item for 
which you want to make this setting
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In the case of items of the "cluster of points" type, it is 
possible, for example, to activate the display of the 
bounding box
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The "Log" panel provides information when running the 
processing chain

At the very least, the start and end of steps are reported

Steps may provide additional information

A "Clear" button clears the log

A "Disable" checkbox allows to disable the interactive log 
(useful in case of heavy processing)

In all cases the log data is sent to the file "log_onf.log" at 
the root of the Computree directory, which is overwritten 
every time Computree is opened
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The "Actions" panel determines the type of interaction 
possible with the active view.

By default this is the selection (left click)
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The "Item information" action is also available and 
displays the attributes of the selected item (view and log)
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The "broom" button allows you to remove all items from 
all views
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The "help" button provides an overview of available help 
resources
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The "File" and "Edit" menus contain the buttons of the 
main toolbar

The "Views" menu has been described previously

The "Language" menu allows the selection of the language 
of the interface (a restart is necessary for the change to be 
taken into account)
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The "Window" menu allows you to display panels that 
would have been closed previously

In addition, it offers several standard layouts of the panels
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All the panels grouped on the left, stacked
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All panels visible simultaneously, log at bottom
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All panels visible simultaneously, log on the right
(default layout)

In addition, the components can be manually reorganized 
by the user (see video). The layout is saved when 
Computree is closed.
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The "Help" menu provides a number of useful 
information
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The "About plugins" submenu provides in 
particular the list of loaded plugins
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To exit Computree, click on the close box of the 
application

The first click unloads the current processing 
chain

The second click closes the application


